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DECOMPOSITION OF FUNCTION-LATTICES S. D. SHORE
Abstract.
We give a simple direct proof of the theorem (due to Kaplansky-Blair-Burrill) that the lattice C(X, K) of all continuous functions defined on the topological space X with values in the chain K can be decomposed iff X contains an open-and-closed subset.
For any topological space X, let C(X, K) denote the lattice of all K-valued continuous functions defined on X, where K is any nonsingleton totally ordered set with the order topology. Clearly, if A is any open-and-closed subspace of X, then C(X, K) is lattice isomorphic to the direct product C(A, K)XC(X\A, K A sublattice LQC(X, K) is adequate provided that, for each xEX, there are functions/, g£F such that/(x) 9ig(x).
Theorem. If an adequate sublattice L of C(X, K) is lattice isomorphic to the direct product LxXL2 of lattices Lx and L2, then there is an openand-closed subset A ^X such that Lx is lattice isomorphic to {f\ A :/£F} and L2 is lattice isomorphic to {f\ (X\A):fEL}.
We first establish a Lemma. Let Lx and L2 be lattices and K be a totally ordered set. If a'.LxXLi->K is a lattice homomorphism, then one of the following holds:
(1) For any k, k'EL%,a(l, k) =a(l, k') for any lELx. (2) For any I, l'ELx,a(l, k) =a(l', k) for any kEL2.
Moreover, if a is not constant, then precisely one of these holds.
Proof. Note that (1) is equivalent to:
(1') For any k, k'EL2, a(l0, k) = a(lo, k') for some UELx.
This follows from the observation that a(l, k) = a(((l0, *) A (/, * V *')) V il, k A *')) = ai((lo, k') A(l,kV k')) V il, k A k')) = «(/, k').
Similarly, (2) is equivalent to: (2') For any I, I'ELi, a(l, k0) =o:(//, k0) for some koEL2. Now, assume that condition (2) fails. Then, there exist /, I'ELi such that a(l, k) j^ctif'', k) for any kEL2. To show that condition (1) holds, consider any k, k'EL2. Then,
Since K is totally ordered and a(W, k\/k')=a(l\/l', k\Jk') implies that a(l, k\/k') =<x(l', k\/k') (a contradiction), we conclude that <x(l\Jl', kAk')=a(l\/l', k\/k'). Hence, a(l\/l', k)=a(l\Jl', k') so that conditions (1') and (1) hold. Evidently, both conditions hold iff a is constant. Proof of the Theorem. Let L be an adequate sublattice of C(X, K) and Tp:LiXL2->L be a lattice isomorphism. For each xEX, the lattice homomorphism <px : 7,->7C, defined by <px(f) =f(x), is not constant. From the preceding lemma <px o \p:LiY.L2-^K satisfies one, and only one, of the conditions (1) Similarly, one considers X\A so that the proof of the theorem is complete.
Remarks. An easy corollary is that a topological space X is connected iff, for any totally ordered set K, there is no adequate sublattice LQC(X, K) which is lattice isomorphic to the direct product 7,i X7,2 of two lattices 7,i and L2, neither of which is a singleton. Hence, a topological space X is connected iff every extension of X is connected (where an extension of X is any topological space that contains X as a dense subspace).
